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Abstract: Pure organic room-temperature phosphorescence (RTP) materials have attracted wide 

attention for their easy preparation, low toxicity and applications in professional fields such as 

bioimaging and anti-counterfeiting. Developing phosphorescent systems with more universality and 

less difficulty in synthesis has long been the pursuit of materials scientists. By employing polymeric 

quaternary ammonium salt with an ionic bonding matrix and heavy atoms, commercial fluorescent 

dyes are directly endowed with phosphorescence emission. In a single amorphous polymer, the 

external heavy-atom effect generates excited triplet states, which are further stabilized by the rigid 

polymer matrix. This study proposed a new general strategy to design and develop pure organic RTP 

materials starting from the vast library of organic dyes without complicated chemical synthesis. 

  



Main Text:  

Photoluminescent materials, including fluorescent and phosphorescent materials, have become 

a research spotlight since their discovery (1–5). Compared with fluorescent materials, materials 

with room-temperature phosphorescence (RTP) have received special attention for their larger 

Stokes shift and longer lifetime (6–13). These advantages promote their applications in the fields 

such as molecular switches (14–18), organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) (19–23), anti-

counterfeiting (24) and bioimaging (25). As pure organic molecules typically emit 

phosphorescence only at low temperature (e.g., 77 K) and under inert conditions (26, 27), 

traditional phosphorescent materials focus on inorganic and organometallic systems (28, 29), 

which normally rely on noble metals like iridium and platinum to promote the intersystem crossing 

(ISC) process. Therefore, the development of metal-free organic RTP materials is essential in order 

to avoid using these expensive and toxic heavy metals (30, 31). 

It is known that the ISC process from a singlet state to a triplet state is a spin-forbidden process, 

and that the long-lived triplet excitons of organic molecules are vulnerable to free motions and 

triplet quenchers like oxygen, thus resulting in nonradiative deactivation. Recently, crystallization-

induced phosphorescence has become effective in constructing RTP materials (32–36), while this 

strategy remains restricted by strict growing conditions of crystals and low processability.  

Several metal-free amorphous phosphorescent systems have been designed to overcome these 

disadvantages. Heavy atoms like bromine and iodine are modified onto luminophores to promote 

ISC with enhanced spin-orbit coupling. Methods like copolymerization and host-guest interaction 

are commonly used to inhibit nonradiative decay of phosphors (37–45). However, these methods 

generally involve complex synthesis techniques and sophisticated molecular designs to modify 

molecules with heavy atoms, vinyl groups and other necessary functional groups. These difficulties 

prevent scientists and engineers from utilizing the vast library of fluorescent dyes to develop 

phosphorescent materials. Consequently, it is necessary to design a universal method to 



conveniently endow traditional dyes with phosphorescence emission. Yet, the external heavy-atom 

effect and the rigidity of ionic polymers are phenomena known (46, 47) but seldom used to jointly 

active phosphorescence. 

Herein, a general strategy was proposed for pure organic, amorphous RTP materials. Starting 

from commercially available polymeric quaternary ammonium salt, a phosphorescent system was 

designed by simply doping existing fluorescent dyes into a dual-functional polymer matrix (PAB, 

Fig. 1a), making them directly endowed with phosphorescence emission. The bromine ions in PAB 

enhance the spin-orbit coupling of these common fluorescent molecules via external heavy-atom 

effect, facilitating the ISC process from excited singlet to triplet states. These anions not merely 

act as heavy atoms, but also form a rigid ionic bonding network with the quaternary ammonium 

cations on the polymer backbone. With the aid of the rigid environment provided by PAB, the 

quenchers are shielded and free motions of organic dyes are inhibited, so as to stabilize the triplet 

excitons and further suppress non-radiative transitions. Simply put, the generation and stabilization 

of excited triplet states is achieved with a single polymer matrix, which provides a convenient 

approach to activate RTP of organic molecules. 

Several commercially available, frequently-used fluorescent dyes with literally no modifications 

were chosen as dopant. 1,8-naphthalimide (NpA), (S)-1,1'-bi-2-naphthol (S-BN), 6,7-

dihydroxycoumarin (HCM), quinine sulfate (QN), rhodamine B (RhB) and 3,6-diaminoacridine 

hydrochloride (PF) were respectively doped into poly-diallyldimethylammonium bromide (PAB) 

to form a film (Fig. 1b, 1c, for details see Supporting Information). For comparison purposes, poly-

diallyldimethylammonium chloride (PAC, Fig. 1a) was also used as a rigid matrix with similar 

ionic bonding network but without heavy atoms. The resulting films were represented by 

dye@matrix, where dye = NpA, S-BN, HCM, QN, RhB or PF; matrix = PAB or PAC. 

As expected, all dye@PAB films exhibited obvious RTP emission. Due to distinct intrinsic 

properties of fluorescent dopants, doped systems showed different RTP emissions, respectively 



(Fig. 2). In comparison, all dye@PAC films still emitted fluorescence but extremely weak 

phosphorescence under the same testing conditions as a result of insufficient intersystem crossing 

of the dyes without the aid of heavy atoms, which in turn indicates the effectiveness of bromine 

ions in PAB.  

The brominated analogues of NpA have been extensively used and reported in constructing RTP 

materials for their large Stokes shift (41, 48, 49). As shown in Fig. 2a, similar phosphorescence 

spectrum of NpA was obtained when doped in PAB film, suggesting that the external heavy atoms 

acted just like the covalently linked ones and that the nonradiative relaxation of NpA was 

effectively suppressed by the ionic bonding network. While the delayed spectrum of NpA@PAB 

contrasted sharply to that of NpA@PAC, phosphorescence lifetimes can serve as the most 

convincing evidence of external heavy-atom effect, which accelerates the transition both from S1 

to T1 and from T1 to S0, decreasing the phosphorescence lifetime. Although the RTP signal of 

NpA@PAC was very weak, fortunately it is still detectable. Phosphorescence lifetime 

measurement was carried out at the same excitation and emission wavelength for NpA@PAB and 

NpA@PAC. Results show that NpA@PAC had a RTP lifetime of 39.142 ms, a clear indication of 

slow T1→S0 transition without heavy atoms. In contrast, the lifetime of NpA@PAB was 3.721 ms, 

which is an order of magnitude decrease. Upon removal of 365 nm UV irradiation, very weak 

afterglow was observed from NpA@PAC, but no afterglow can be seen from NpA@PAB due to 

the shortness of its lifetime.  

Widely used in the fields like photophysics and photochemistry, S-BN, HCM and QN are all 

effectively endowed with RTP characters when doped in PAB films. Similar to the case of NpA, 

these dyes show very weak phosphorescence in 0.1 ms delayed spectra but exhibit longer lifetimes 

(for comparison, see Table S1) when doped in PAC. Since the long lifetimes of S-BN and HCM 

in PAB remain observable by naked eyes, they show significantly brighter but short-lived afterglow 

after removal of UV light, compared with those doped in PAC (Fig. 2b-2d).  



For dye@PAB, noticeable differences between the emission maxima of prompt and delayed 

spectra mentioned above confirms the existence of RTP, instead of delayed fluorescence. For some 

organic luminophores, however, the generation of excited triplet states can also lead to thermally 

activated delayed fluorescence (TADF) apart from phosphorescence. RhB is such a molecule with 

a small HOMO-LUMO overlap integral. The delayed spectrum of RhB@PAB shows an emission 

maximum at 605 nm and a small peak at ca. 650 nm, overlapping well with its prompt spectrum. 

This can be attributed to TADF. The delayed spectrum also exhibits a new peak considered to be 

phosphorescence at ca. 700 nm. To confirm the existence of TADF, temperature-dependent 

delayed spectra was acquired by putting RhB@PAB into a temperature-controlled quartz holder, 

whose temperature changes from 20C to 70C. Fig. 3a shows that the intensity of TADF first 

increased with elevating temperature due to the thermally activated nature of TADF. Since the 

faster consumption of excited triplet states leads to shorter emission lifetime (see Fig. 3d), the 

intensity after 0.1 ms delay time with 2.0 ms gate time eventually decreased, despite stronger initial 

emission. Unlike the above cases, the phosphorescence and delayed fluorescence in RhB@PAC 

was too weak to be detected. 

According to Fig. 2f and 3b, PF is a molecule that intrinsically possess a degree of ISC and 

reverse ISC since long-lived TADF can be observed in PF@PAC, whose intensity increases with 

rising temperature. However, to activate phosphorescence, external heavy atoms are still needed. 

Owing to enhanced T1→S0 transition induced by PAB, PF@PAB exhibited an obvious RTP 

emission at 581 nm besides delayed fluorescence, whose temperature-dependent behavior was in 

consistent with RhB@PAB, as revealed in Fig. 3c and 3f. The RhB@PAB and PF@PAB show 

that this doping system has extensive applications, including other phenomena involving triplet 

states like TADF.  

So far, phosphorescence properties of dye@PAB materials have been investigated with both 

intuitive and solid evidences, verifying the universality of this novel and convenient design strategy 



proposed in this study. The phosphorescence and fluorescence properties of these materials are 

summarized in Table 1. The absorption also falls within the range of typical absorption spectra of 

the dopants, respectively (Fig. S3). It is safe to conclude that this strategy is applicable to a wide 

range of, though may not all of, organic luminophores, whose luminescence efficiencies vary in 

accordance with their intrinsic properties. 

As can be seen in Fig. S4, X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) analysis of PAC, PAB and all 

doped materials were carried out. XRPD diagrams show that there was no obvious crystal structure 

in the two polymer matrices and that the doping of dyes did not significantly affect this amorphous 

state, indicating that dye@PAB phosphorescent materials do not require strict growing conditions 

as crystals. The amorphous state also ensures better processability, which is an important character 

for phosphorescent materials. Similar amorphous states of PAC and PAB also provide 

comparability between their spectra. Like all other water-soluble matrices, the RTP of dye@PAB 

can be quenched by water and its dissolved oxygen, as exemplified in Fig. S5. Additionally, blank 

experiment was conducted by doping non-conjugated glucose (Glu) into PAB. Glu@PAB shows 

no RTP emission within the range of excitation wavelengths used for dye@PAB materials (Fig. 

S6).  

In conclusion, the two obstacles in activating room-temperature phosphorescence, namely the 

generation and stabilization of excited triplet states, can be overcome by using a single ionic 

polymer matrix. The external heavy-atom effect promotes the intersystem crossing process of 

dopants, whilst the rigid ionic bonding matrix reduces the nonradiative deactivation. Furthermore, 

the absence of unsaturated groups in PAB minimizes possible quenching effects. All commercial 

fluorescent dyes used in this study were effectively endowed with phosphorescence characters 

without complicated modifications. Therefore, this work provides material scientists not only a 

practical and economical strategy to develop RTP materials, but also a powerful tool for studying 

the triplet states of organic compounds. 
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Fig. 1. (A) Structures of the polymers: PAB and PAC. (B) Structures of the dopants: NpA, S-BN, 

HCM, QN, RhB and PF. colors are applied according to the delayed spectra of dye@PAB. (C) 

Illustration of the general strategy.  

 



Fig. 2. Prompt (purple lines) and delayed (orange lines) spectra of dye@PAC (dashed line) and 

dye@PAB (solid line), where dye = (A) NpA; (B) S-BN; (C) HCM; (D) QN; (E) RhB; (F) PF. 

Smoothed, testing parameters see Supporting Information. Inset: photographs of dye@matrix 

under 365 nm UV lamp and bright illustrations after removal of UV lamp.  

 

Fig. 3. Delayed spectra (smoothed) of (A) RhB@PAB; (B) PF@PAC and (C) PF@PAB at 

different temperatures. Lifetime measurements of (D) RhB@PAB; (E) PF@PAC and (F) 

PF@PAB at different temperatures. Inset: calculated lifetimes with elevating temperature 

Table 1. Photophysical properties of dye@PAB materials.  

Dye λex (nm) λf (nm) λp (nm) τp (ms) PL (%) 

NpA 340 363 555 3.721 4.40 

S-BN 338 372 528 25.918 17.2 

HCM 337 470 538 10.657 31.6 

QN 336 361 510 12.971 13.6 

RhB 524 600 700 6.097 27.1 

PF 484 509 581 4.946 1.80 
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Experimental Procedures 

General 

The UV-Vis absorption spectra were obtained on an Agilent Cary 60 spectrophotometer. 

Prompt spectra, delayed spectra and lifetimes were recorded on an Agilent Cary Eclipse 

spectrophotometer. Quantum yields were measured with HAMAMATSU Absolute PL quantum 

yield spectrometer C11347-11. X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) was performed on a Rigaku 

18KW/D/max2550VB/PC Rotating Anode X-ray Powder Diffractometer. 

Photomultiplier (PMT) voltages, slits and other parameters are set to same levels when 

comparing between emission spectra (e.g., between dye@PAC and dye@PAB; between different 

temperatures). For dye@matrix (dye = NpA, S-BN, HCM, QN, RhB, PF), testing parameters are 

listed as follows unless otherwise stated. Prompt spectra: fluorescence mode, excitation slit = 5 nm, 

emission slit = 5 nm, PMT voltage = 550 V, 450 V, 450 V, 550 V, 500 V and 500 V, respectively. 

Delayed spectra: phosphorescence mode, delay time = 0.1 ms, gate time = 2.0 ms, excitation slit = 10 

nm, emission slit = 10 nm, PMT voltage = 650 V, 700 V, 575 V, 550 V, 700 V and 625 V, 

respectively (for three temperature-dependent spectra, PMT voltage = 700 V, 575 V, 500 V, 

respectively). 

Materials 

Poly-diallyldimethylammonium chloride (MW = 100000) was purchased from Adamas-beta as 

35 wt.% aqueous solution and purified with dialysis. 1,8-naphthalimide (NpA) and 3,6-

diaminoacridine hydrochloride (PF) were purchased from Bidepharm and used without further 

purification. (S)-1,1'-bi-2-naphthol (S-BN), 6,7-dihydroxycoumarin (HCM), quinine sulfate (QN) 

and rhodamine B (RhB) were purchased from Adamas-beta and used without further purification. All 

other reagents were commercially available and used as supplied without further purification. 

Solvents were purified according to standard laboratory methods.  



 

 

Purification and preparation of PAB and PAC used for doping: 15 mL of 35 wt.% PAC solution 

mentioned above was dialyzed against ultra-pure water (5*1000 mL) for two days to give pure PAC 

solution. Another portion of 15 mL PAC solution was dialyzed against 1000 mL of 15 gL-1 KBr 

solution for 12 h and ultra-pure water (3*1000 mL) for one day. This ion-exchange process was 

repeated three times before concentration and further dialysis against ultra-pure water (5*1000 mL) 

for two days to remove excess KBr (as is indicated with addition of AgNO3 solution into water 

outside the dialysis bag yielding no precipitate after the third portion of 1000 mL water) to give pure 

PAB solution. To verify the effectiveness of this ion-exchange method, the process was repeated 

only once (instead of three times) and with only a fifth KBr before removal of excess salts. The 

polymer solution forms yellow precipitate upon addition of AgNO3 solution, indicating that only 

once ion-exchange process can replace most of Cl- with Br- while we performed up to three times. 

The resulting PAC and PAB solutions were respectively concentrated up to dryness, and further 

dried in a vacuum drying oven at 40C for three days to yield two transparent solids. The solids were 

kept in a glass dryer with P2O5 as desiccant and NaOH as acidic gas absorbent for further use. 

General doping method 

The molar amount of polymer mentioned below is expressed in the molar amount of monomer 

units of the corresponding polymer.  

40.0 μL of 2.25 molL-1 PAB aqueous solution (or 39.1 μL of 2.30 molL-1 PAC aqueous 

solution) was mixed with 20.0 μL of 15.00 mmolL-1 (for NpA, the concentration was 7.50 mmolL-

1) dye solution (aqueous or ethanol) to form a homogenous solution. The solution was added to a 9 

mm*0.5 mm quartz cell. Solvent needs to be evaporated slowly to avoid cracks. The cell was 

therefore put in an electric thermostatic drying oven at 40C for 20 min before the temperature was 

set to 60C for 10 min. The resulting film was put into a vacuum drying oven at 30C for two days 

for further drying. The dried film was kept in a glass dryer and directly used for measurement. 

  



 

 

 

Fig. S1. 

Excitation spectra (smoothed) of dye@PAB. Phosphorescence mode: delay time = 0.1 ms, gate time 

= 2.0 ms, excitation slit = 10 nm, emission slit = 10 nm, emission wavelength is set according to the 

phosphorescence emission maxima of these materials, respectively. 

 

  



 

 

 

Fig. S2. 

Phosphorescence lifetime measurements of (A) NpA@PAC, (B) NpA@PAB, (C) S-BN@PAC, (D) 

S-BN@PAB, (E) HCM@PAC, (F) HCM@PAB, (G) QN@PAC, (H) QN@PAB, (I) RhB@PAB and 

(J) PF@PAB. 

 

  



 

 

 

Fig. S3. 

UV-Vis absorption spectra of (A) NpA@PAC, (B) NpA@PAB, (C) S-BN@PAC, (D) S-BN@PAB, 

(E) HCM@PAC, (F) HCM@PAB, (G) QN@PAC, (H) QN@PAB, (I) RhB@PAC, (J) RhB@PAB, 

(K) PF@PAC and (L) PF@PAB. 

 

  



 

 

 

Fig. S4. 

X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) patterns of PAC, PAB and dye@matrix. 

 

  



 

 

 

 

Fig. S5. 

Prompt (blue line) and delayed (red line) spectra of wet NpA@PAB.  

 

  



 

 

 

 

Fig. S6. 

Delayed spectra of Glu@PAB at different excitation wavelengths. Photomultiplier voltage = 800 V 

 

  



 

 

Table S1. 

Phosphorescence lifetimes of dye@PAC and dye@PAB, for comparison. 

 

Dye τp in PAC (ms) τp in PAB (ms) 

NpA 39.142 3.721 

S-BN 187.291 25.918 

HCM 54.156 10.657 

QN 87.590 12.971 

RhB Not detected[a] 6.097 

PF Not detected[b] 4.946 

[a] Phosphorescence is too weak to be detected. [b] Phosphorescence is so weak that it is covered by delayed fluorescence. 

 


